
Outcomes

Long-Term
(5-10+ yrs)

Strategic 
Interventions

Strategic 
Interventions

OutputsOutputs

Short-Term
(1-3 yrs)

Short-Term
(1-3 yrs)

Med-Term
(3-5 yrs)

Med-Term
(3-5 yrs)

IMPACT 27

Engage with above code 
programs, including city policies, 

incentives and tax credits to 
ensure HPW specifications are 

included

Inclusion of HPW in 
above code programs 
including city policies, 

incentives and tax 
credits 

Inclusion of HPW (E* 7.0) in 
above code programs, incentives 

and tax credits 
MPI: I  

HPW share increases as 
replacement product in retrofit 

projects 
MPI: XV

HPW are standard practice in 
new construction in Northern 

zone
MPI: XIX

Awareness increases among builders and 
MF Managers/Owners

MPI: IV

Several major suppliers / retailers carry 
HPWs
MPI: X

HPW offered in 
‘builder’ lines

MPI: XVII

Leverage national 
retailer 

relationships

Increased utility 
incentives 

available for 
HPWs

Code to E* 7.0 (.22) adopted 

Develop customer 
value proposition

Awareness and 
Sales Marketing 

Campaigns

High Performance Windows LOGIC MODEL

Program: High Performance Windows (HPW)
Date: October 2023

Demand increases among builders and 
MF managers/owners

MPI: XII

Engage leading multifamily 
developers: value proposition, 

training, technical support, tools, 

and incentives

Market data on cost, 
price, and product 

availability

Window suppliers and raters 
increasingly recommend HPW 

(E*7.0)
MPI: II

* Engage leading national 
production builders/raters: value 

proposition, training, technical 
support, tools, and incentives

Production and 
multi family 
builder/rater 
engagement 

plans

Several volume builders use 
HPWs as standard practice in NC 

projects
MPI: III

Barriers / 
Opportunities

Barriers / 
Opportunities

Lack of manufacturer 
business case for investing in 

HPW production
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National and Regional policies 
and programs (codes, tax credits, 

above code programs) drive 

demand

Non-energy benefits for 
occupants (comfort)

New Canadian ENERGY STAR 
and US ENERGY STAR V 7.0

Lack of awareness
Builder / installer lack of awareness

Owner lack of awareness

Manufacturer concerns about 
manufacturing w/thin glass

Value proposition isn’t 
adequate to drive demand

Technology Innovations in thin 
glass

Integrate HPW into TRM 
measure development 
and program offerings

Engage supply chain 
partners on go to market 

strategies

Contribute product availability, 
cost,  performance, and 

satisfaction data to US EPA for E* 
spec development

Participate in North American 
collaboration to build scale, 

share costs, influence codes, and 
amplify market demand signal

ENERGY STAR Most 
Efficient 

specification 
finalized (<.20)

Regional /National 
market engagement 

plans (encompass entire 
supply chain)

Case studies and 
value proposition 
for business case 

and marketing

Co-created 
marketing plans 

(cost share option)

Retailers promote 
HPW

ENERGY STAR 7.0 
specification 

finalized

Code recommendation 
memos, comments and 
resulting improvements 

(stretch, state, IECC)

HPWs are preferred option for 
existing building retrofits

MPI: XX

Market Share of ENERGY STAR 

8.0 windows to 50%+              

Awareness increases 
among homeowners

MPI: V

Demand increases 
among homeowners

MPI: VI

Majority of suppliers carry HPWs
MPI: XVI

Increase in ES v. 7.0 
products available in N zone

MPI: VII

ENERGY STAR Spec 7.0 
market share grows

MPI: VIII

Incremental 
consumer costs of 

HPW declines 
MPI: XIII

Market Share of 
ENERGY STAR 7.0 
windows @ 50%+

MPI: XIV

Unified US front to market 
(national builders, ENERGY 

STAR, manufacturers)
MPI: IX

ENERGY STAR 8.0 
adopted (.20 or 

lower)
MPI: XVIII

ENERGY STAR Most 
Efficient spec to .18 or 

lower
MPI: XI

Market Share of ENERGY STAR 
8.0 windows grows

MPI: XXI

ESME spec to .16 or 
lower

MPI: XXII

Codes include an option 
for <=0.20 Windows

MPI: XXIII
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